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ABSTRACT

The implications of the flavor changing neutral current vertex, t ---. cX, where

X = 7, g, Z, or H is examined in the Standard and two-Higgs-doublet models.

Rare decays of heavy quarks have long been a subject of intense theoretical and exper-
imental study. The prime rationale for this is the fact that loop processes are a powerful test
for the short distance structure of the theory. Furthermore, many such decays are sensitive
to parameters in the Standard Model (SM) and are excellent probes for the effects of new
physics. Since the top-quark is by far the largest fermion mass scale in the SM, it might
provide a unique window in the quest for non-standard physics.

Ten penguin-type SM Feynman diagrams contribute to the general one-loop flavor
changing neutral current vertex tcX (X = 7,g, Z, or H) . Our calculations 1 of these dia-
grams are performed in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge, the external quarks t, c are taken to be
on-shell, and since the t-quark is heavy all external and internal masses and morhenta have
been kept. We use the dimensional regularization scheme, where the n-dimensional integrals
are performed numerically via the procedure outlined in Refs. 2,3. We have checked that our
results obey electromagnetic current conservation, that the imaginary parts of our form fac-
tors display the proper analytic structure, and that our results can be used to reproduce those
in the literature 4 for the corresponding flavor changing decays of a heavy fourth generation
b_-quark. The branching ratio is then computed by taking the SM 2-body decay t --, bW as
the dominant t-quark decay mode and is given by B(t --, eZ) = F(t -, cX)/F(t ---, bW). Our
results for t ---, cT,g,Z, and H are presented in Fig l(ab) as a function of the top-quark
mass. Clearly, these loop decays have quite small branching fractions in the SM. This is due
to a large GIM suppression from the small values of the internal quark masses (d, s, and b),
as well as the large tree-level decay rate for t _ bW.

In two-Higgs-doublet models, charged Higgs bosons can also contribute to the process
t ---, cX. The form factors now receive contributions from 4 Feynman diagrams which involve
charged Higgs bosons as well as the 10 SM diagrams. Our results for B(t _ cg) are shown in
Fig. 2(a-b) for a top-quark mass of 100 GeV, charged Higgs boson masses of 50, 100,250, and
500 GeV, in two different two-Higgs-doublet models. The branching fractions are displayed as
a function of tan ft, Where tan fl is the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two doublets.
Restrictions on the value of tan fl from a combination of low-energy data are found s to be
approximately given by tan/3 > mt/600 GeV. We see that large enhancements over the SM
values of the branching fractions are obtainable in these models.

We now turn to a brief discussion of CP violation. Direct CP violation in the SM requires
the interference between two phases, a Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) phase and a "strong" phase
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originating, for example, from an imaginary part of a loop diagram. One can therefore have a
CP asymmetry arise from a _e (tree) ×2G_,(loop) interference, or an :Sn (one loop) ×:DT,(anot her
loop) term. This is well-known and has been extensively explored 6 in K and B physics, and
has recently been applied in Ref. 7 to rare top quark decays, where a loop×loop type of
interference is discussed for t _ c'),. Here, we examine a different mechanism for CP violation
in heavy quark decays which capitalizes on the finite width of one of the decay products,
i.e.,, this mechanism can only occur if one of the paths leading to a particular final state has
a real unstable particle as an intermediate state. Specifically, this takes place for the top-
quark decays t --. qq_(_(q = d, s, or b, q_ = u or c), which can proceed via the tree-level decay
t _ qW ---. qq_ or the loop decay t _ q_-I- virtual g ---, qtq_, since mL > Mw. (}tere we choose
a virtual gluon to mediate the loop decay as t _ cg has the largest rate of the flavor changing
processes as seen above.) The CP asymmetry (defined as a = F- r'/F -t- F, where F is the

width fort _ _'q)is then proportional to Zm (t _ qW _ qq'(7)×7"te(t _ q' virtual g ---, q'q_).
Calculation of tlSs interference is lengthy, but straightforward. _ Among the six possible

final states in ¢ _ qq_c_,the two with q = b are found to have a negligible asymmetry of
a "" 10-:: for t ---, bcb with mt = 130 GeV. The largest asymmetry is found for the process
t ---. dcd since, using Wolfenstein's parameterization 9 of the KM matrix, a "-' r/,k2 (recall
that ,k = 0.22). The second largest asymmetries are found for t --_ dud and t _ su$ with
a _ 77.Our results for the absolute value of the CP violation asymmetry as a function of
the top-quark mass are presented in Fig. 3 for the process t _ dcd (here, we have used the
central values of the ranges for the KM elements, with a phase of _r/2). We note that, since
extensions of the SM can enhance the branching ratios of the loop processes by 3-4 orders
of magnitude, they may thus result in an increase of up to two orders of magnitude in the
tree×loop asymmetry. New phases from non-standard couplings may enhance the asymmetry
even more.

More detailed results can be found elsewhere.
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Fig. 1: (a) Rare decays of the top-quark as a function of m_ in the Standard Model. The dashed
curve represents the process t ---*cg, the solid curve t -+ c7, and the dashed-dotted curve t ---,cZ. (b)
t --+cH as a function of mt in the SM for the various values of the Higgs mass as indicated.
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Fig. 2: B(L ---*cg) as a function of tan fl for mt = 100 GeV in two different two-Higgs-doublet models.
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Fig. 3: The absolute value of the CP violation asymmetry in the Standard Model for t ---, dcd as a
function of m_.
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